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III. Course objectives
Specific learning outcomes and competencies: The acquired knowledge and experience will allow the students to actively use Petri nets and the computer-aided tools based on them in modelling, design, verification, and implementation of various classes of systems. Based on the acquired theoretical knowledge, the student is able to transfer approaches of the Petri net theory to the domain of other formal models too.

Generic learning outcomes and competences: Abilities to apply and develop advanced information technologies based on suitable formal models, to propose and use such models and theories for automating the design, implementation, and verification of computer-based systems.



IV. Course contents
An introduction to Petri nets, their philosophy and applications, the notion of a net and of the derived basic terms
Condition/Event (C/E) Petri nets, cases and steps, the state space of C/E systems, cyclic and live C/E systems, equivalence of C/E systems.
Contact-free C/E systems, complementation, case graphs and their application for analysing C/E systems.
Processes of C/E systems, occurrence nets, properties of properties and composition of processes.
Complementation of C/E systems, the synchronic distance, special synchronic distances, C/E systems and the propositional calculus, facts.
Place/Transition (P/T) Petri nets, their definition, evolution rules, their state space, basic analytical problems (safety, boundedness, conservativeness, liveness).
Representing the possibly infinite state space of Petri nets by a reachability tree, computing and using reachability trees for analysing P/T Petri nets.
P and T invariants of P/T Petri nets, their definition, the ways of computing them and using them for analysing P/T Petri nets.
Subclasses and extensions of P/T Petri nets, state machines, marked graphs, free-choice Petri nets, Petri nets with inhibitors, timed and stochastic Petri nets.
The notion of a Petri net language, types of such languages, their closure properties, their relation to the Chomsky hierarchy. Computability and complexity of some selected Petri net-related problems.
Coloured Petri nets (CPNs), their basic modelling primitives, an inscription language, CPN Design as an example of a tool based on CPNs.
Analysis of CPNs, occurrence graphs, invariants, and their use in analysing systems.
Hierarchical and object-oriented Petri nets, basic concepts of a hierarchical design, substitution and invocation, adding object-oriented features on top of Petri nets, PNtalk as a language based on object-oriented Petri nets.
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VI. Thematic of didactic activities per weeks
According to the course content presented in IV. 

Projects and individual work of students:
	An application of C/E systems.

An application of P/T Petri nets.
An application of CPNS.
An application of object-oriented Petri nets.
Each project implies modelling of a non-trivial system (or its part) by means of a Petri net of the given class and its simulation, analysis, and verification. Suitable computer-aided tools (e.g., PESIM, INA, PEP, TimeNET, CPN Design, Maria, PNtalk, etc.) will be used in the projects.

VII. Didactic methods used
Lectures, presentations, conversations, projects, exercises, individual study, homework assignments.


VIII. Assessment
The activity ends with a written final exam. During the semester, the students will have to prepare a theoretical report and a software project in the topic. Optionally, the students can design an illustrative example for a course concept. 
Final grade consists from:
	Final writtenexam:                                      30%

The quality of the project                           30%
Technical report :                                       25% 
	A representativ example presentation :      15%
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